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Lepcha is a Sino-Tibetan language. The Lepchas call themselves Róngkup (‘children of the Róng’), and
their language Róngríng (‘language of the Róng’), but the name Lepcha is very widespread now, and the
Lepchas themselves also use it frequently. The Lepcha script is in current use by many people in Sikkim
and West Bengal, especially in the Darjeeling district. The weekly government newspaper The Sikkim
Herald is also published in Lepcha and Lepcha is taught in schools in Sikkim. In West Bengal, there are
many evening classes in which the script is taught, as well as books and magazines which are published
privately or through one of several Lepcha associations. The SIL Ethnologue indicates that there are
41,300 Lepchas. 
Structure
The Lepcha script is of the Brahmic type, but indirectly, being derived directly from Tibetan; some of
those innovations are reflected in the structure of Lepcha. If one turns a Lepcha syllable clockwise, the
similarities to Tibetan syllables is often quite striking. Lepcha has also introduced some innovations of its
own, such as the diacritical marks used for final consonants. Lepcha is thought to have been devised
around 1720 CE by the Sikkim king Phyag-rdor rNam-rgyal (“Chakdor Namgyal”, born 1686), according
to Jensen 1969.
Consonants bear the inherent vowel, but no virama is used to kill this vowel; vowel matras modify it, and
explicit final consonants are used where there is no inherent vowel. Initial vowels are represented with
the vowel matras on the neutral letter £ A. Initial consonants can be followed by the glides ˇ§ -YA and
ˇ• -RA, both of which normally ligate with the consonant they modify; these can also combine to form
ˇˆ -rya, which is simply a glyph ligature of the other two: ÄÙ kya, Äı kra, Äˆ krya. The glide -la is also
found, but is represented not by a ligating combining mark, but by a limited set of letters containing this
glide inherently. With few exceptions, these “combined” letters do not look like a ligature of their base
letters with some mark: Ä ka Å kla, É ga Ñ gla, é pa è pla, ë fa í fla, ì ba î bla, ï ma ñ mla,
ù ha û hla.
Three retroflex consonants exist in Lepcha. The syllables Äı KRA, ùı HRA, and Éı GRA are used to













a]. In Mainwaring’s grammar, he also suggested that the
dot be used with ô ZA and õ RA—õ∑ R
.
A (dra), ô∑ Z
.
A (dza)— but this does not seem to have been taken up

















ha]. Recently however, works have been published
in Lepcha using three new letters: Õ TTA [t
.
a], Œ TTHA [t
.
ha], and œ DDA [d
.
a]. 
A syllable is structured (and represented in the backing store) as C(·)(R)(Y)(V)(^)(F); the initial
consonant “C” may be nuktated (·), and may be followed by -RA (R) or -YA (Y) or both (as -rya, never as
*-yra), an optional vowel matra (V), the diacritical mark RAN (^)—only after the inherent vowel or -a or -
i, never with any of the other vowels—and optionally a final consonant (F). Of the finals, two of them
represent the velar nasal -n˙; ¥ˇ NYIN-DO is used only when there is no vowel matra; µˇ KANG is used in all
other instances. (In the section on ordering below, the syllables with NYIN-DO are underlined. The two are
encoded separately because as named characters they may be required in isolation in discussions of the
writing system; positional variants would not support this efficiently.
Glyph placement
The vowel signs in Lepcha follow the consonant to which they are applied. Three of them are rendered
before the consonant: ßÄ ki, ®Ä ko, ©Ä ko¯; one of them is drawn below the consonant: Ä¨ ke. When
accompanying ˇ¶ -A or ßˇ -I, the modifier RAN rests atop the base consonant, though it follows them in
the backing store: Ä∂¶ KÁˆ. In those syllables with RAN which also have final consonants above the base
consonant, the RAN is rendered above the final: Ä∂Æ¶ KÁˆM. Where the final consonant KANG co-occurs with
ßˇ -I, ®ˇ -O, or ©ˇ -OO, it is rendered to the left of them, though it follows them in the backing store:
¥Ä KANG, µßÄ KING. The backing store for µßÄ∂ˆ KRYÎNG is Ä KA + ˇ• -RA + ˇ§ -YA + ßˇ -I + ˇ∂ RAN +
µˇ KANG.
Digits and punctuation
Digits have distinctive forms. Nowadays, the Lepchas use traditional punctuation signs only when
copying the old books, but in everyday writing, they use European marks like COMMA, FULL STOP, and
QUESTION MARK, though sometimes Tibetan TSHEGs are found. (Lepcha fonts should have a glyph for
U+0F0D for this occasional usage.) The traditional punctuation marks are also encoded here. The names
given here are found in Mainwaring & Grünwedel 1979, though they are not linked to glyphs there: ª TA-
ROL ‘bar, crossbar of a loom, stop (in writing)’, º NYET THYOOM TA-ROL ‘double bar’, Ω CER-WA ‘cross-
mark’, æ TSHOOK CER-WA ‘stop cross-mark’, ø TSHOOK ‘stop’ (cf. Tibetan tsheg). The Lepcha TA-ROLs are
usually considerably shorter than Devanagari dandas, and as Lepcha text is very often found alongside
Devanagari text, a unification would be inappropriate. The Lepcha TA-ROLs also have other variant shapes
– such as having dots below them – which are unknown in Devanagari.
Implementations
Ka‘o¯nohi Kai implemented Lepcha for Mac OS X 10.2 in 2003, based on a font by Jason Glavy. This
commercial product was based on my exploratory Unicode Lepcha proposal (published at
www.evertype.com/standards/tai/lepcha.pdf). The encoding model and repertoire used by XenoType is
a subset of the model used in this proposal; it is clear that the model works well for Lepcha.
Collating order
A syllabic ordering applies to Lepcha. Each initial consonant is given with its vowel and with all the con-
sonant finals, then the same consonant is given with the next vowel and with all the consonant finals, and
so on. After -E the the glides -YA and -RA are added to the base consonant and the vowels and consonant
finals are run through again. The end of a vowel run is marked below by a semicolon; the transcribed
syllable of the beginning of each vowel run is given in bold type.
Ä KA, Ä≠ KAK, ÄÆ KAM, ÄØ KAL, Ä∞ KAN, Ä± KAP, Ä≤ KAR, Ä≥ KAT, ¥Ä KANG; Ä∂ KÂ Ä∂≠ KÂK, Ä∂Æ KÂM, Ä∂Ø KÂL,
Ä∂∞ KÂN, Ä∂± KÂP, Ä∂≤ KÂR, Ä∂≥ KÂT, µÄ∂ KÂNG; Ä¶ KÁ, Ä≠¶ KÁK, ÄÆ¶ KÁM, ÄØ¶ KÁL, Ä∞¶ KÁN, Ä±¶ KÁP, Ä≤¶ KÁR,
Ä≥¶ KÁT, µÄ¶ KÁNG; Ä∂¶ KÁˆ Ä∂≠¶ KÁˆK, Ä∂Æ¶ KÁˆM, Ä∂Ø¶ KÁˆL, Ä∂∞¶ KÁˆN, Ä∂±¶ KÁˆP, Ä∂≤¶ KÁˆR, Ä∂≥¶ KÁˆT, µÄ∂¶ KÁˆNG; ßÄ KI,
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ßÄ≠ KIK, ßÄÆ KIM, ßÄØ KIL, ßÄ∞ KIN, ßÄ± KIP, ßÄ≤ KIR, ßÄ≥ KIT, µßÄ KING; ßÄ∂ KÎ, ßÄ∂≠ KÎK, ßÄ∂Æ KÎM, ßÄ∂Ø KÎL,
ßÄ∂∞ KÎN, ßÄ∂± KÎP, ßÄ∂≤ KÎR, ßÄ∂≥ KÎT, µßÄ∂ KÎNG; ®Ä KO, ®Ä≠ KOK, ®ÄÆ KOM, ®ÄØ KOL, ®Ä∞ KON, ®Ä± KOP, ®Ä≤ KOR,
®Ä≥ KOT, µ®Ä KONG; ©Ä KÓ, ©Ä≠ KÓK, ©ÄÆ KÓM, ©ÄØ KÓL, ©Ä∞ KÓN, ©Ä± KÓP, ©Ä≤ KÓR, ©Ä≥ KÓT, µ©Ä KÓNG;
Ä™ KU, Ä≠™ KUK, ÄÆ™ KUM, ÄØ™ KUL, Ä∞™ KUN, Ä±™ KUP, Ä≤™ KUR, Ä≥™ KUT, µÄ™ KUNG; Ä´ KÚ, Ä≠´ KÚK,
ÄÆ´ KÚM, ÄØ´ KÚL, Ä∞´ KÚN, Ä±´ KÚP, Ä≤´ KÚR, Ä≥´ KÚT, µÄ´ KÚNG; Ä¨ KE, Ä¨≠ KEK, Ä¨Æ KEM, Ä¨Ø KEL,
Ä¨∞ KEN, Ä¨± KEP, Ä¨≤ KER, Ä¨≥ KET, µÄ¨ KENG; ÄÙ KYA, Ä≠Ù KYAK, ÄÆÙ KYAM, ÄØÙ KYAL, Ä∞Ù KYAN, Ä±Ù KYAP,
Ä≤Ù KYAR, Ä≥Ù KYAT, ¥ÄÙ KYANG; Ä∂Ù KYÂ, Ä∂≠Ù KYÂK, Ä∂ÆÙ KYÂM, Ä∂ØÙ KYÂL, Ä∂∞Ù KYÂN, Ä∂±Ù KYÂP, Ä∂≤Ù KYÂR,
Ä∂≥Ù KYÂT, µÄ∂Ù KYÂNG; ÄÙ¶ KYÁ, Ä≠Ù¶ KYÁK, ÄÆÙ¶ KYÁM, ÄØÙ¶ KYÁL, Ä∞Ù¶ KYÁN, Ä±Ù¶ KYÁP, Ä≤Ù¶ KYÁR,
Ä≥Ù¶ KYÁT, µÄÙ¶ KYÁNG; Ä∂Ù¶ KYÁˆ, Ä∂≠Ù¶ KYÁˆK, Ä∂ÆÙ¶ KYÁˆM, Ä∂ØÙ¶ KYÁˆL, Ä∂∞Ù¶ KYÁˆN, Ä∂±Ù¶ KYÁˆP, Ä∂≤Ù¶ KYÁˆR,
Ä∂≥Ù¶ KYÁˆT, µÄ∂Ù¶ KYÁˆNG; ßÄÙ KYI, ßÄ≠Ù KYIK, ßÄÆÙ KYIM, ßÄØÙ KYIL, ßÄ∞Ù KYIN, ßÄ±Ù KYIP, ßÄ≤Ù KYIR,
ßÄ≥Ù KYIT, µßÄÙ KYING; ßÄ∂Ù KYÎ, ßÄ∂≠Ù KYÎK, ßÄ∂ÆÙ KYÎM, ßÄ∂ØÙ KYÎL, ßÄ∂∞Ù KYÎN, ßÄ∂±Ù KYÎP, ßÄ∂≤Ù KYÎR,
ßÄ∂≥Ù KYÎT, µßÄ∂Ù KYÎNG; ®ÄÙ KYO, ®Ä≠Ù KYOK, ®ÄÆÙ KYOM, ®ÄØÙ KYOL, ®Ä∞Ù KYON, ®Ä±Ù KYOP, ®Ä≤Ù KYOR,
®Ä≥Ù KYOT, µ®ÄÙ KYONG; ©ÄÙ KYÓ, ©Ä≠Ù KYÓK, ©ÄÆÙ KYÓM, ©ÄØÙ KYÓL, ©Ä∞Ù KYÓN, ©Ä±Ù KYÓP, ©Ä≤Ù KYÓR,
©Ä≥Ù KYÓT, µ©ÄÙ KYÓNG; ÄÙ™ KYU, Ä≠Ù™ KYUK, ÄÆÙ™ KYUM, ÄØÙ™ KYUL, Ä∞Ù™ KYUN, Ä±Ù™ KYUP, Ä≤Ù™ KYUR,
Ä≥Ù™ KYUT, µÄÙ™ KYUNG; ÄÙ´ KYÚ, Ä≠Ù´ KYÚK, ÄÆÙ´ KYÚM, ÄØÙ´ KYÚL, Ä∞Ù´ KYÚN, Ä±Ù´ KYÚP, Ä≤Ù´ KYÚR,
Ä≥Ù´ KYÚT, µÄÙ´ KYÚNG; Ä¨Ù KYE, Ä¨≠Ù KYEK, Ä¨ÆÙ KYEM, Ä¨ØÙ KYEL, Ä¨∞Ù KYEN, Ä¨±Ù KYEP, Ä¨≤Ù KYER, Ä¨≥Ù KYET,
µÄ¨Ù KYENG; Äı KRA, Ä≠ı KRAK, ÄÆı KRAM, ÄØı KRAL, Ä∞ı KRAN, Ä±ı KRAP, Ä≤ı KRAR, Ä≥ı KRAT, ¥Äı KRANG;
Ä∂ı KRÂ, Ä∂≠ı KRÂK, Ä∂Æı KRÂM, Ä∂Øı KRÂL, Ä∂∞ı KRÂN, Ä∂±ı KRÂP, Ä∂≤ı KRÂR, Ä∂≥ı KRÂT, µÄ∂ı KRÂNG; Äı¶ KRÁ,
Ä≠ı¶ KRÁK, ÄÆı¶ KRÁM, ÄØı¶ KRÁL, Ä∞ı¶ KRÁN, Ä±ı¶ KRÁP, Ä≤ı¶ KRÁR, Ä≥ı¶ KRÁT, µÄı¶ KRÁNG; Ä∂ı¶ KRÁˆ, Ä∂≠ı¶ KRÁˆK,
Ä∂Æı¶ KRÁˆM, Ä∂Øı¶ KRÁˆL, Ä∂∞ı¶ KRÁˆN, Ä∂±ı¶ KRÁˆP, Ä∂≤ı¶ KRÁˆR, Ä∂≥ı¶ KRÁˆT, µÄ∂ı¶ KRÁˆNG; ßÄı KRI, ßÄ≠ı KRIK, ßÄÆı KRIM,
ßÄØı KRIL, ßÄ∞ı KRIN, ßÄ±ı KRIP, ßÄ≤ı KRIR, ßÄ≥ı KRIT, µßÄı KRING; ßÄ∂ı KRÎ, ßÄ∂≠ı KRÎK, ßÄ∂Æı KRÎM, ßÄ∂Øı KRÎL,
ßÄ∂∞ı KRÎN, ßÄ∂±ı KRÎP, ßÄ∂≤ı KRÎR, ßÄ∂≥ı KRÎT, µßÄ∂ı KRÎNG; ®Äı KRO, ®Ä≠ı KROK, ®ÄÆı KROM, ®ÄØı KROL, ®Ä∞ı KRON,
®Ä±ı KROP, ®Ä≤ı KROR, ®Ä≥ı KROT, µ®Äı KRONG; ©Äı KRÓ, ©Ä≠ı KRÓK, ©ÄÆı KRÓM, ©ÄØı KRÓL, ©Ä∞ı KRÓN, ©Ä±ı KRÓP,
©Ä≤ı KRÓR, ©Ä≥ı KRÓT, µ©Äı KRÓNG; Äı™ KRU, Ä≠ı™ KRUK, ÄÆı™ KRUM, ÄØı™ KRUL, Ä∞ı™ KRUN, Ä±ı™ KRUP,
Ä≤ı™ KRUR, Ä≥ı™ KRUT, µÄı™ KRUNG; Äı´ KRÚ, Ä≠ı´ KRÚK, ÄÆı´ KRÚM, ÄØı´ KRÚL, Ä∞ı´ KRÚN, Ä±ı´ KRÚP,
Ä≤ı´ KRÚR, Ä≥ı´ KRÚT, µÄı´ KRÚNG; Ä¨ı KRE, Ä¨≠ı KREK, Ä¨Æı KREM, Ä¨Øı KREL, Ä¨∞ı KREN, Ä¨±ı KREP, Ä¨≤ı KRER,
Ä¨≥ı KRET, µÄ¨ı KRENG; Äˆ KRYA, Ä≠ˆ KRYAK, ÄÆˆ KRYAM, ÄØˆ KRYAL, Ä∞ˆ KRYAN, Ä±ˆ KRYAP, Ä≤ˆ KRYAR,
Ä≥ˆ KRYAT, ¥Äˆ KRYANG; Ä∂ˆ KRYÂ, Ä∂≠ˆ KRYÂK, Ä∂Æˆ KRYÂM, Ä∂Øˆ KRYÂL, Ä∂∞ˆ KRYÂN, Ä∂±ˆ KRYÂP, Ä∂≤ˆ KRYÂR,
Ä∂≥ˆ KRYÂT, µÄ∂ˆ KRYÂNG; Äˆ¶ KRYÁ, Ä≠ˆ¶ KRYÁK, ÄÆˆ¶ KRYÁM, ÄØˆ¶ KRYÁL, Ä∞ˆ¶ KRYÁN, Ä±ˆ¶ KRYÁP,
Ä≤ˆ¶ KRYÁR, Ä≥ˆ¶ KRYÁT, µÄˆ¶ KRYÁNG; Ä∂ˆ¶ KRYÁˆ, Ä∂≠ˆ¶ KRYÁˆK, Ä∂Æˆ¶ KRYÁˆM, Ä∂Øˆ¶ KRYÁˆL, Ä∂∞ˆ¶ KRYÁˆN,
Ä∂±ˆ¶ KRYÁˆP, Ä∂≤ˆ¶ KRYÁˆR, Ä∂≥ˆ¶ KRYÁˆT, µÄ∂ˆ¶ KRYÁˆNG; ßÄˆ KRYI, ßÄ≠ˆ KRYIK, ßÄÆˆ KRYIM, ßÄØˆ KRYIL,
ßÄ∞ˆ KRYIN, ßÄ±ˆ KRYIP, ßÄ≤ˆ KRYIR, ßÄ≥ˆ KRYIT, µßÄˆ KRYING; ßÄ∂ˆ KRYÎ, ßÄ∂≠ˆ KRYÎK, ßÄ∂Æˆ KRYÎM,
ßÄ∂Ø KRYÎL, ßÄ∂∞ˆ KRYÎN, ßÄ∂±ˆ KRYÎP, ßÄ∂≤ˆ KRYÎR, ßÄ∂≥ˆ KRYÎT, µßÄ∂ˆ KRYÎNG; ®Äˆ KRYO, ®Ä≠ˆ KRYOK,
®ÄÆˆ KRYOM, ®ÄØˆ KRYOL, ®Ä∞ˆ KRYON, ®Ä±ˆ KRYOP, ®Ä≤ˆ KRYOR, ®Ä≥ˆ KRYOT, µ®Äˆ KRYONG; ©Äˆ KRYÓ,
©Ä≠ˆ KRYÓK, ©ÄÆˆ KRYÓM, ©ÄØˆ KRYÓL, ©Ä∞ˆ KRYÓN, ©Ä±ˆ KRYÓP, ©Ä≤ˆ KRYÓR, ©Ä≥ˆ KRYÓT, µ©Äˆ KRYÓNG;
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Äˆ™ KRYU, Ä≠ˆ™ KRYUK, ÄÆˆ™ KRYUM, ÄØˆ™ KRYUL, Ä∞ˆ™ KRYUN, Ä±ˆ™ KRYUP, Ä≤ˆ™ KRYUR, Ä≥ˆ™ KRYUT,
µÄˆ™ KRYUNG; Äˆ´ KRYÚ, Ä≠ˆ ´ KRYÚK, ÄÆˆ ´ KRYÚM, ÄØˆ ´ KRYÚL, Ä∞ˆ ´ KRYÚN, Ä±ˆ ´ KRYÚP, Ä≤ˆ ´ KRYÚR,
Ä≥ˆ ´ KRYÚT, µÄˆ´ KRYÚNG; Ä¨ˆ KRYE, Ä¨≠ˆ KRYEK, Ä¨Æˆ  KRYEM, Ä¨Øˆ KRYEL, Ä¨∞ˆ KRYEN, Ä¨±ˆ KRYEP, Ä¨≤ KRYER,
Ä¨≥ˆ KRYET, µÄ¨ˆ KRYENG …
… and thus for KLA, for KHA, then GA, then NGA, and so on.
It would appear that the new series of retroflex consonants should be sorted in the customary position for
these letters in Tibetan and other Brahmic scripts, so Ü CA > á CHA > à JA > â NYA > Õ TTA > Œ TTHA
> œ DDA > ä TA > ã THA > å DA > ç NA and so on. Whether these letters should appear in that position
in the code table is uncertain; I would recommend not inserting them there pending ballot feedback.
Linebreaking
Opportunities for hyphenation occur after any full orthographic syllable. Lepcha punctuation marks can






































1C24;LEPCHA SUBJOINED LETTER YA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C25;LEPCHA SUBJOINED LETTER RA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C26;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C27;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C28;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C29;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN OO;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2A;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN U;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2B;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN UU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2C;LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2D;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN K;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2E;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN M;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C2F;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C30;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN N;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C31;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN P;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C32;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C33;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN T;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1C34;LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN NYIN-DO;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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Figures
Figure 1. Sample text from Lucksom 1976. Note numerous examples of nuktated retroflex consonants,
and the punctuation mark TSHOOK CER-WA at the end of the last line.
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Figure 2. Discussion in Chakraborty 1978 about Lepcha letterforms. Apparently the dbu-med precursors
of Lepcha were written in vertical columns, and subsequently when the lines were turned to left-to-right
orientation, the letters took advantage of a new ductus to become Lepcha.
Figure 3. On the left, the usual modern glyph for ˇ¶ -AA. On the right, the glyph as found in older
manuscripts. The manuscript -AA in particular is easier to distinguish from the glyph for ¶ˇ -O.
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Figure 4. Discussion in Chakraborty 1978 about using the NUKTA to represent retroflex sounds.
Here ù∑ı H
.
RA is used for [d
.
ha] and Ç∑ı K
.
HRA is used for [t
.







ha] is not represented.
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Figure 5. Chart from Chakraborty 1978 giving comparisons of Lepcha with other Brahmic scripts.
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Figure 6. Chart comparing printed and handwritten Lepcha with printed and dbu-med Tibetan letters,
from Mainwaring & Grünwedel 1979 (1898).
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Figure 7. Manuscript c. 1800 written out in modern hand, from Chakraborty 1978. Chakraborty replaces
the manuscript’s TSHOOK punctuation with TA-ROL punctuation.
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Figure 8. A manuscript of the Van Manen Collection at the Kern Institute of Leiden University.
Figure 9. Sample of a modern bible story in Lepcha, published in Kathmandu, using two of the three new
retroflex letters, Õ TTA and Œ TTHA.
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Figure 10. Sample handwritten text from the literary periodical Aachuley, edited by Lyangsong Tamsang.
Note how in this example, each of the TA-ROL punctuation marks bears a small dot beneath.
Figure 11. Sample text from K. P. Tamsang’s Grammar of the Lepcha Language. 
Here true Tibetan TSHEGs are used.
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Figure 12. Chart of the Lepcha script from Mainwaring and Grünwedel 1979 (1898). 
Note the relative position of the consonants in series (ö YA, õ RA, ú LA, ù HA, ü VA, † SA, ° SHA,
¢ WA) with WA in last position.
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Figure 13. Chart of the Lepcha script from Mainwaring and Grünwedel 1979 (1898). 
Note the relative position of the vowels in series (A, Á, I, O, Ó, U, Ú, E).
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Figure 14. Chart from Chakraborty 1978 giving the Lepcha script in syllabary format. 
Note the relative position of the vowels in series (KA, KÂ, KÁ, KI, KÍ, KO, KÓ, KU, KÚ, KE, KANG) and the
relative position of the consonants in series (¢ WA, ö YA, õ RA, ú LA, ù HA, ü VA, † SA, ° SHA) with
WA unusually not in last position.
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Figure 15. Chart of the Lepcha script from Tamsang 1978. Note the relative position of the vowels in
series (A (a), Á (aa), I (ae), Í (ai), O (ao), Ó (aao), U (au), Ú (aoo), E (aey)) and the relative position of the
consonants in series (ö YA, õ RA, ú LA, ù HA, ü VA, † SA, ° SHA (sya), ¢ WA) with WA in last position.
Figure 16. Chart of the Lepcha script from Plaisier 2003. Note the relative position of the vowels
in series (A, Á, Â, I, Í, O, Ó, U, Ú, E) and the relative position of the consonants in series 
(ö YA, õ RA, ú LA, ù HA, ü VA, † SA, ° SHA, ¢ WA) with WA in last position.
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1C0 1C1 1C2 1C3 1C4
Ä ê † ˇ∞ ¿
Å ë ° ˇ± ¡
Ç í ¢ ˇ≤ ¬
É ì £ ˇ≥ √
Ñ î ˇ§ ¥ˇ ƒ
Ö ï ˇ• µˇ ≈
Ü ñ ˇ¶ ˇ∂ ∆
á ó ßˇ ˇ∑ «
à ò ®ˇ »
â ô ©ˇ …
ä ö ˇ™ ∫
ã õ ˇ´ ª
å ú ˇ¨ º
ç ù ˇ≠ Ω Õ
é û ˇÆ æ Œ
è ü ˇØ ø œ



























































































































LEPCHA SUBJOINED LETTER YA
LEPCHA SUBJOINED LETTER RA
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN AA
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN I
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN O
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN OO
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN U
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN UU
LEPCHA VOWEL SIGN E
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN K
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN M
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN L
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN N
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN P
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN R
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN T
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN NYIN-DO
LEPCHA CONSONANT SIGN KANG
LEPCHA SIGN RAN
LEPCHA SIGN NUKTA
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
LEPCHA PUNCTUATION TA-ROL
LEPCHA PUNCTUATION NYET THYOOM TA-ROL
LEPCHA PUNCTUATION CER-WA












(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
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A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal for encoding the Lepcha script in the UCS.
2. Requester’s name
Michael Everson




5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
Yes.
6b. More information will be provided later
No.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
Yes. 
Proposed name of script
Lepcha.
1b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
No.
1c. Name of the existing block
2. Number of characters in proposal
74.
3. Proposed category (see section II, Character Categories)
Category A.
4a. Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3) (see clause 14, ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)
Level 2
4b. Is a rationale provided for the choice?
Yes.
4c. If YES, reference
Lepcha requires Level 2 implementation as other Brahmic scripts do.
5a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
5b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the character naming guidelines in Annex L of ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000?
Yes.
5c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
6a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the
standard?
Jason Glavy and Ka‘o¯nohi Kai via Michael Everson.
6b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:
Michael Everson, Fontographer.
7a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
7b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters
attached?
Yes.
8. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting,
searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes. See above.
9. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will
assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
Yes. See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
Not to WG2. A preliminary proposal has been available at www.evertype.com/standards/tai/lepcha.pdf for a number of years. The UTC
has seen a number of documents about Lepcha: L2/03-259 (Ka‘o¯nohi Kai, “Introduction to the Lepcha script”), L2/04-397 (Government of
India, “Proposal to encode Lepcha”), and L2/05-061 (Michael Everson, “Analysis of the Indian proposal to encode Lepcha script in the
UCS”).




2b. If YES, with whom?
Heleen Plaisier, Leiden University (linguist and script expert); Ka‘o¯nohi Kai, Xenotype Technologies (software implementor), Jason Glavy
(font developer). 
2c. If YES, available relevant documents
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included?
Yes. See above.
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Common. Used to write the Lepcha language.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where?
Sikkim and West Bengal, and also in Bhutan and Nepal.
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in Principles and Procedures document (a WG 2 standing document) must the
proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
Yes. Positions 1C00-1C4F are proposed.
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?
Yes.
6c. If YES, reference
Contemporary use and accordance with the Roadmap.
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes.
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?
No.
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
8c. If YES, reference
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other
proposed characters?
No.
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
No.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
10c. If YES, reference
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC
10646-1: 2000)?
Yes.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
Yes.
11c. If YES, reference
Brahmic vowel signs.
12a. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
No. 
12b. If YES, reference
13a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
No.
13b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
14a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
No.
14b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
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